Accepting The Baton
From Brian

Russ Housley
housley@vigilsec.com
I am standing on the shoulders of giants...

2005 - 2007  Brian Carpenter
2001 - 2005  Harald Alvestrand
1996 - 2001  Fred Baker
1994 - 1995  Paul Mockapetris
1986 - 1993  Phillip Gross
1986 - 1986  Michael Corrigan
Fred Baker

“I know I am the chair because everyone sits on me.”

Photo: Rodney McMillian chair 2003
Harald Alvestrand

“The Community View”

“A Truer View”
Brian Carpenter

“Many thanks to Harald for spending four years making the shoes bigger.”
My Goals

As Security Area Director, my focus was continuous incremental improvement of the security of the Internet.

As IETF Chair, my focus will be broader:
• continuous incremental improvement of all aspects of the Internet
• continuous incremental improvement of the IETF standards development process
Sponsorship

Monthly Check

Travel Funds

[VeriSign logo]

[National Security Agency logo]
Suggestions Welcome

All of us have a slightly different view of the Internet

Help me figure out “What” and “How” to achieve my goals in your part of the Internet …

housley@vigilsec.com